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THE INDIAN TRADITION IN EARLY AMERICAN LAW

Yasuhide Kawashima*

I. Introduction

In dealing with Indians, the English colonists did not use concepts of international law and conflicts of law, i.e., rules that determined jurisdiction in cases where individuals from different countries were involved. Instead, the colonists tried to extend their own law to the Indians. By the eighteenth century this policy was well-established.

However, an examination of statutes and court records reveals that the colonial government made exceptions to this rule, according some Indians special legal treatment by virtue of the Indians’ own culture.¹ This article will discuss some of the major differences.

For example, while the colonists were willing to pay to thwart revenge for the killing of an Indian by a colonist, they were reluctant to allow Indians to compensate for the killing of a colonist, a common rule in the Indian tradition of retributive justice. The colonists instead demanded that the accused Indian stand trial in a colonial court.²

Although few in number, some colonists favored personalty (personal law) as opposed to the prevailing territoriality (territorial law). In 1648, William Pynchon of Springfield, Massachusetts challenged the orthodox view that all accused criminals, including Indians, must be tried at the court in the area where the crime was committed. Pynchon questioned whether Bay Colony magistrates could rightly apprehend and pass judgment on Indians in western Massachusetts who had allegedly murdered other Indians. Although the crime had


¹. The fundamental problem between the two cultures was that Indian law was based upon personalty (personal law), that is, the law of the land where the individual resides rules. The European legal system, on the other hand, was based upon territoriality (territorial law), the principle that the law of the place of action rules. Indian law involved principles of kinship, consanguinity, and principles of blood feud and clan responsibility — ideas alien to English common law.

To the Indians, law and justice were personal and were clan matters not generally involving a third party and certainly not involving an impersonal public institution. The Indians considered such English legal apparatus as courts, juries, and jails meaningless. See Wilcomb E. Washburn, The Indian in America 17-18 (1975); John P. Reed, A Law of Blood: The Primitive Law of the Cherokee Nation passim (1970); Yasuhide Kawashima, Puritan Justice and the Indian: White Man’s Law in Massachusetts 1630-1763, at 5-7, 177 (1986).

². Kawashima, supra note 1, at 230.
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been committed "within the line of the patent," these Indians, he insisted, should "be esteemed as an independent free people" with their own law. Pynchon's position, which fully took the Indian legal tradition into consideration, was held by a very small minority and never accepted by the Puritan authorities.

II. Indians in Colonial Courts

A. Witnesses and Testimony

Because they were neither Christian nor familiar with colonial law, Indians were treated reasonably in court procedure. Indians were not bound by rules of sworn court testimony, i.e., testimony by Indians was accepted as fully admissible even though not sworn. Also, despite occasional doubts expressed by some colonists about its validity, an Indian's testimony was generally admitted as truthful.

Later, popular prejudice against Indians tended to discredit them as competent witnesses. As a result, cases accepting an Indian's testimony as valid occurred less frequently during the eighteenth century. Even in trials of non-whites, an Indian's testimony was occasionally restricted, though Indians were more readily accepted as witnesses in the trial of another Indian. In 1723, the Boston selectmen ruled that "Indian Negro and molatto Evidences only with Concurring Circumstances Shall be prfoff sufficient to Convict Indian Negro or Molattoes."

In civil cases, few Indians were called to testify. In colonist versus Indian cases, however, Indian witnesses appeared before the court more frequently. In fact, colonial statutes extended the testimonial power of the plantation and tribal Indians in the trials of colonists. A 1694 act made the plantation Indians' testimony fully admissible where a colonist was on trial for selling liquor to an Indian "with other concurring circumstances amounting to an high presumption in

5. 3 Records of the Court of Assistants of the Colony of the Massachusetts Bay, 1630-1692, at 222 (John Noble & John F. Cronin eds., 1901-1921) [hereinafter Assistants Records]; 1 Records of the Suffolk County Court, 1671-1680, at 183-84 (Samuel E. Morison ed., 1933).
6. Axtell, supra note 4, at 19.
7. 8 Report of the Record Commissioners of the City of Boston 175 (1876-1909); 1 Acts and Resolves, Public and Private, of the Province of Massachusetts Bay 151 (1869-1922) [hereinafter Mass. Acts & Resolves]; 2 id. at 32, 36, 42, 54-55, 781-82.
8. 1 Assistants Records, supra note 5, at 51-55.
the discretion of the court or justices who have cognizance of the case.'''

Another liquor law, in 1735, gave the Indians, on the eastern and western frontier, both independent and semi-independent (tributary) from Massachusetts Bay, full function as witnesses in cases involving Indian trade. These remote Indians were largely ignorant of the colonists' law and procedure, but the authorities, faced with wholesale violation of liquor regulations, stipulated that traders dealing in liquor with the Indians could be convicted solely by "the accusation and affirmation" of Indians who were brought face-to-face with the accused. Outside the area of trade, Indians were allowed to testify against colonist-defendants only in extraordinary cases. 10

The southern colonies had similar practices. Although in interracial trade and land disputes Indian testimony was usually accepted as valid, there were restrictions because the Indians were not Christians. A Maryland law of 1717 declared that no Indian, slave or free, should be admitted as witness against any Christian white person. 11 Non-Christian minorities (which included Negroes and Mulattoes) could only be admitted as witnesses against each other. In Virginia, Christian Indians were often permitted to appear as witnesses if they were able to give some account of Christian principle. It was not until 1723 that the testimony of Indians, as well as Negroes and Mulattoes, was made admissible, under certain circumstances, in the trial of slaves for capital crimes. The court was required to instruct the witnesses to tell the truth and to warn them of the especially harsh penalty for perjury. 12

By 1732, all Indians were forbidden to be witnesses except in the trials of slaves for capital crimes. However, a year later free Indians were permitted to appear without oath as witnesses in the trial of another free Indian. A 1744 statute went even further and allowed any free and Christian Indian to be a sworn witness in civil and criminal cases of other Indians. 13 During the 1740s, North and South Carolina enacted similar laws. Georgia, which did not have a large

9. 1 MASS. ACTS & RESOLVES, supra note 7, at 151; 2 id. at 32, 36, 42, 54-55, 781-82.
13. See VIRGINIA STATUTES, supra note 12, at 326-27, 405; 5 id. at 244-45; Robinson, supra note 12, at 253.
population of slaves and servants, did not enact any laws regarding an Indian's testimony.\textsuperscript{14}

B. Jurors

Colonial courts used Indians as jurymen for Indian trials, although the majority of the panel was made up of colonists. More often, the Indian jurors supplemented, rather than substituted for, colonist jurors. The function of these Indian jurors was to give advice to the colonist jurors. These Indian jurors were always Christian and "civilized" and were familiar with the colonial law yet they still understood the traditional Indian way of life.\textsuperscript{15}

During the eighteenth century, in some Massachusetts counties where a large number of Indians resided, Indians were regularly impanelled for trials involving Indians. Indians were impanelled as jurors less often in civil trials than in criminal trials, but no law explicitly barred or restricted them from being civil jurors.\textsuperscript{16}

III. Early Colonists' View on Indian Land Ownership

A. The Indians' Concept of Land Ownership

The unique nature of Indian land use and ownership attracted the attention of the colonists. The colonists soon recognized that Indians were utilizing the resources of their entire territory and not limiting usage to the "land possessed and improved by subduing,"\textsuperscript{17} in the narrow English concept of property ownership. Observers of Indian society must have been convinced that improved meant utilized, not just "under cultivation," and that Indians could not live off cultivated

\textsuperscript{14} The Public Laws of the State of South Carolina, From Its First Establishment... to 1790, at 166-67 (John F. Grimke ed., 1790) [hereinafter Public Laws of South Carolina]; Richard Starke, The Office and Authority of a Justice of Peace 193 (1774).

\textsuperscript{15} See 1 Assistants Records, supra note 5, at 21-22; 5 Plymouth Records, supra note 4, at 159, 167.

\textsuperscript{16} See Records of the Superior Court of Judicature, Court of Assize and General Goal Delivery, 1692-1780, at 175 (1730-1733) (manuscript court records available at the Office of the Clerk of the Supreme Judicial Court, Suffolk County Courthouse, Boston); Alexander Starbuck, The History of Nantucket, County, Island and Town 102-04 (1924); The Diaries of Benjamin Lynde and Benjamin Lynde, Jr., with an Appendix 25, 29 (1880); The Colonial Laws of Massachusetts... with the Supplements Through 1686, at 152 (William H. Whitmore ed., 1887); Colonial Justice in Western Massachusetts, 1639-1702: The Pynchon Court Record, An Original Judges' Diary of the Administration of Justice in the Springfield Courts in the Massachusetts Bay Colony 181 (Joseph H. Smith ed., 1961); Edwin Powers, Crime and Punishment in Early Massachusetts, 1620-1692, at 89, 536, 553 (1966).

land alone. Before long, colonists conceded that the land “possessed and improved by subduing” included, as far as the Indian was concerned, practically all of the tribe’s territory. Thus, by the 1640s, it was the accepted view that colonists had no justification for taking over land as they did; the Indian did indeed hold the land in fee simple.

The right to land was one of the most important of tribal rights. Tribal land ownership was an arrangement in which the chief or leader held the land in trust for the benefit of all the members of the tribe, not as his personal property. Land was allotted for planting fields to particular individuals for the use by their families, and the land reverted back to the tribe if that family died out. Individual tribal members, having only the right of occupancy and use, could not alienate the land to colonists. Only the sachem, or chief, with the approval of the tribal members, was allowed to convey land belonging to the tribe.

B. The Early Colonists' Compensation for Land

Throughout the first century of colonization, Massachusetts colonists persistently tried to pay the Indians for the lands they settled, a practice later followed by other English colonies. Yet, how fully the Indians were compensated for their land is another matter.

In Indian-colonist land transactions, the colonists recognized the importance of the Indian system of land use and ownership. Still, the colonial authorities tried to resolve the conflicting property theories haphazardly. When the colonists, individually or collectively, bought land from a tribe, they did not usually ensure that individual tribal members, who had been fully guaranteed their livelihood under the tribal system, were fairly compensated. Often the colonists provided the Indians with easements: rights to hunt and fish in perpetuity, to maintain a residence, and to cultivate a garden in one corner of their former territory.


20. See Anthony F.C. Wallace, Political Organization and Land Tenure Among the Northeastern Indians, 1600-1830, 13 SW. J. ANTHROPOLOGY 318 (1957); Speck, supra note 18, at 290; Moynihan, supra note 18, at 15.


22. E.g., Axtell, supra note 4, at 17; Kawashima, supra note 1, at 45-46.
At first, the colonists earnestly desired to protect Indians from encroachment. Some legislatures expressed sincere beliefs that the Indians, the ancient inhabitants, should have "a convenient Dwelling-Place, in this their native Country," free from invasion. Some colonies provided places for oystering and fishing and for gathering tuckahoes and wild oats, even when the lands belonged to the English.

C. Conflict Between the Two Cultures

The 1717 treaty negotiation at Georgetown, Maine clearly demonstrated the inherent difficulty arising from two conflicting concepts of land ownership. The spokesman for the northern New England tribes requested Governor Samuel Shute to order that they not be "molested in the Improvement of our Lands." The governor responded that the Indians "Desist from an Pretensions to Land which the English own" and "must not call it their Land, for the English have bought it of them and their Ancestors." The Indian delegates persisted, demanding that no more settlement be made on their land, because "We shan't be able to hold them all in our Bosoms, and to take care to shelter them, if it be like to be bad Weather, and mischief be Threatened." The governor simply turned a deaf ear to the appeal.

Later, a number of the Indians were brought to court for encroaching upon a colonist's land. The early courts, often considering the Indians' way of land use, rendered judgments either for the colonial plaintiffs with nominal damages or for the Indian defendants. In difficult cases, the courts were compelled to appoint committees to investigate the situation.

Occasionally, the courts were forced to decide issues between Indians relating to their tradition and custom. For example, on Nantucket Island, Massachusetts, in 1742, an Indian woman acting as the guardian of her son, Mussaquit, the sachem of the Nantucket Indians, sued two other Indians for plowing her son's land. She demanded fifteen shillings per acre as an acknowledgement. She insisted that no land should be improved by any Indian without the sachem's consent. The justice

23. 2 VIRGINIA STATUTES, supra note 12, at 140.
24. See, e.g., 3 VIRGINIA STATUTES, supra note 12, at 467; see also STARKE, supra note 14, at 211.
25. A Conference of His Excellency the Governor Samuel Shute, with the Sachems and Chief Men of the Eastern Indians . . ., at 7-8 (1717) (Huntington Library Manuscripts No. 15105) (available at Huntington Library, San Marion, Calif.).
26. Id.
27. Id.; 3 MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY COLLECTIONS 361-75 (1st ser., 1831-1906) [hereinafter MAINE HIST. COLLECTIONS].
28. CHARLES E. BANKS' COPY OF DUKES COUNTY COURT RECORDS: DOCUMENTS RELATING TO MARTHA'S VINEYARD COURT RECORDS 22 (n.d.) (manuscript records available at the New England Historic Genealogical Society, Boston, Mass.) [hereinafter DUKES COUNTY COURT RECORDS]; KAWASHIMA, supra note 1, at 188-89.
of the peace court ruled in her favor and, on appeal, the Common Pleas court affirmed. The defendants then deviated from the normal appeal procedure and petitioned the General Court for permission to appeal to the Superior Court or for some other means of securing their demands. The defendants, having attracted the General Court's attention, asserted that they were entitled in their inherent tribal relations to improve the sachem's land without paying for it. A committee appointed by the General Court studied the situation. The committee discreetly suggested that the General Court make recommendations acceptable to both parties instead of having the Superior Court decide the issue, mainly because of the court costs to be imposed eventually on one of the parties. 29

III. Colonial Treatment of Indian Criminals

A. Sex Crimes

In criminal affairs, Indian offenders sometimes received lighter punishment because Indian law defined and punished fewer sex crimes than European law. For example, there was no crime of fornication. Sexual relations, except for the rare occurrences of rape, were personal matters outside the jurisdiction of sachem and council. 30 However, in colonial communities, strict punishment of Indians for a sex crime against a colonist or against a resident Indian was a general policy. That strict policy resulted from the colonists' desire to protect their own society and to force Indians to conform to the colonial concept of sexual crime. Yet, occasionally, the authorities were forced to compromise. For example, in 1682, a Plymouth court tried an Indian who had allegedly raped a colonist woman. The statutory penalty was death, but after conviction he was sentenced to a whipping and ordered to leave the colony "considering hee was but an Indian, and therefore in an incapacity to know the horibleness of the wickedness of this abominable act, with other cerconstences considered." 31

Sex crimes among Indians outside the colonists' communities apparently went largely undetected. It may well be that the authorities chose not to enforce the law rigidly against the tribal and plantation Indians, who presumably had no clear concept of sexual crimes. 32

30. See Reid, supra note 1, at 75, 78; Daniel Gookin, Historical Collections of the Indians in New England . . . (1674), reprinted in Maine Hist. Collections, supra note 27, at 149; Elisabeth Tooker, An Ethnography of the Huron Indians, 1615-1649 28 (1964); Kawashima, supra note 1, at 6.
31. See 1 Assistants Records, supra note 5, at 21-22; 5 Plymouth Records, supra note 4, at 98; see also David Bushnell, Treatment of Indians in Plymouth Colony, 36 New Eng. Q. 205 (1953).
32. Kawashima, supra note 1, at 167.
B. Property Crimes

Similarly, colonial authorities carried out discretionary policies toward an Indian accused of crime against property. In Indian society, the two seemingly incompatible concepts of individual ownership and sharing existed concurrently. This practice stressed user's rights over the rights and powers of nominal owners. However, because of this, "theft" became the most frequently charged crime among Indians, but such offenses were seldom brought before the court. 33

C. Exemptions for Indians

1. Hunting Laws

Indians were exempted specifically from some colonial laws. When authorities prohibited deer hunting for particular months of the year to prevent extinction, Indians, whose very existence depended on the deer, were exempted and allowed to hunt deer freely for their own use. 34

2. Fencing Laws

Legislatures and courts throughout the colonies imposed upon the landowner a duty to fence his land against trespassing cattle. If this requirement was not met, damages caused by cattle were not recoverable. 35 Here, Indians were treated differently because the early colonists recognized the Indian way of life and tried to protect the Indians' interests. As early as 1641, the Massachusetts General Court ordered colonists to keep their cattle from destroying the Indian corn. The town was to help the Indians fence their cornfields; if they refused, they would assume only one-half of the damage (not the entire damage as whites were required to do) incurred by the roaming cattle. 36

Another court ordered townspeople to build fences around Indian-
owned fields at their own expense and to construct an impoundment where the Indians would keep straying animals until proper compensation was paid. An act in 1667 required colonists who failed to help the Indians to construct fences to pay the full damage if their stock trespassed onto Indian land.37

Statutory regulations and court decisions on fencing formulated a protective policy for the Indians. However, by the end of the 1600s, the Indians were no longer considered separate and came under the uniform law of fencing.38

3. Fires

The colonists adopted from the Indians the use of fire as a means of forest modification. Indians had used fire extensively to clear forest undergrowth, thereby facilitating travel, encouraging the growth of fodder for deer, and clearing land for planting. The Indians claimed that the fire, which was set twice a year, did not threaten soil fertility or mature woody vegetation.39

Colonists later came to use fire chiefly as a means of clearing land for planting. The tool was the same, but the effect was different. The fires set by the Indians burned primarily the undergrowth, were not as hot, and did less damage to the soil than those of the colonists.

In most colonies during the seventeenth century, burning was allowed under restricted conditions. In 1634, Plymouth passed the first fire prevention legislation forbidding the setting of fires, except for specific seasons. Other colonies established similar burning seasons. As a method of forest clearing, the use of fire continued, but later laws became


Other colonies went further. The Duke of York's Law made the town assume the responsibility for compensating Indians whose corn had been damaged by cattle. Similarly, a court in Hartford, Connecticut, in 1659, ruled that the owners of cattle should make retribution to Indians whose corn was damaged. See DUKE OF YORK'S BOOK OF LAW 34 (1665), quoted in MORRIS, supra note 35, at 216; RECORDS OF THE PARTICULAR COURT OF CONNECTICUT, 1639-1663, reprinted in 22 CONNECTICUT HISTORICAL SOCIETY COLLECTIONS 208 (1928).

38. See 1 MASS. ACTS & RESOLVES, supra note 7, at 333-34; KONIG, supra note 35, at 187.

more strict and more conscious of the long-term effects of fire upon the environment. 40

Later, some colonies prohibited forest clearing by fire altogether. A 1727 New York law directed at the burning of old grass on Hampstead Plains is noteworthy for its ecologically sensitive attitude. The Act prohibited the "ill and useless Practice" of burning, insisting that it impoverished the soil, destroyed the roots of the grass, and disposed the ground to barrenness. The Act imposed a ten-pound fine for a violation. None of these colonial laws, however, ever restricted the Indians' burning practice. 41

V. Conclusion

The early colonists' sensitivity toward the Indian tradition and custom, demonstrated in various areas of colonial law, should not be overemphasized. In some areas, the authorities exhibited apathy, indifference, and hostility toward the Indian culture. 42

Quite simply, the colonists' consideration of the native culture in their legal policy and practice was a passive approach. The colonial authorities considered Indian law and custom in order to accord equitable treatment for the Indians who were caught in the clash of the two cultures. The colonists did not intend to learn from the Indians or adopt their principles. In fact, no significant changes took place in the English legal tradition as the result of Indian contact.

40. See 1 Records of the Colony of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations in New England, 1636-1792, at 96, 107, 114 (J. R. Bartlett ed., 1856-1865); 3 id. at 513; 5 id. at 340; see also Charters and General Laws of the Colony and Province of Massachusetts Bay 112 (J.H. Trumbull & C.J. Hoadley eds., 1814); 7 Public Records of the Colony of Connecticut, 1636-1776, at 456-57 (1850-1890); Charter to William Penn, and Laws of the Province of Pennsylvania, Passed Between the Year 1682 and 1700, at 137, 208 (George Staughton, et al., eds., 1879); 3 Mass. Acts & Resolves, supra note 7, at 40-41, 682-83.

41. See 1 Laws of New York from the Year 1691, to 1773 Inclusive 141-42 (Peter van Schaack ed., 1774).

42. The colonial bounty programs for wolves and the penalty that an Indian must kill a wolf as a form of punishment clearly demonstrated the colonists' insensitivity to the Indian aversion to the killing a wolf. See, e.g., Bushnell, supra note 31, at 205.